Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

8

QB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)

Osweiler, Brock

COLLEGE

ARIZONA STATE (AZST)
Games Played

Games Started

49

30

INJURIES
KEY STATS

DOB (Age)

Scout Name (Last, First)

11-22-90 (28)

Gold, Zach

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

12-2nd-DEN

Miami Dolphins

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

29

Positions Started

Captain

QB

NO

59%

2018 - Back (Week 16, was active but did not play)
2017/2016 - No injuries
2015 - Quadriceps (Week 13, no games missed), Left Shoulder (Weeks 16-17, no games missed),
Left Elbow/Ribs (Week 17, no games missed)

2018 - 113/178, 63.5 Completion % (career high for years he started a game in)
1247 Yards, 6 TD, 4 INT, 7.0 Y/A (best since 2015)
MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

6067

242

N/A

N/A

33 7/8

9 7/8

N/A

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Tapes Viewed

2018: vs DET 10/14, vs DET 10/21, at HST 10/25, vs NYJ 11/4, at GNB 11/11

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Ball Handling, Height/Weight, Accuracy/Touch Outside Numbers

SCHEME FIT

West Coast Offense that heavily incorporates out-to-in progressions and playaction

Decision Making, Extend Plays, Poise
Backup QB you can win with as a spot starter in a West Coast Offense that leverages very good
ball-handling through PA concepts. Adequate decision maker who assumes the defense will not
change its pre-snap look, a platform passer who has trouble with pressure in his face.

SUMMARY
Eight year QB who has started 30 of 49 career games, started 5 games in place of an injured Ryan Tannehill and appeared in 7
overall. First year in HC Adam Gase’s West Coast Offense where he was given lots of pre-snap responsibilities and asked to read
the defense from out to in. Right-handed passer, tall, sturdy frame with elite height, very good weight and good hand size, displays
adequate AA moving choppily in the pocket, heavy feet on the run, adequate agility/acceleration. Solid mental processing, vs. Base
packages identifies DS location, required to communicate checks/adjustments with teammates before most snaps, makes Mike
points to set protection and prepares himself to throw hot off a free runner. Recognizes when he has a hat for a hat on box count
RPO. Very good ball handler, freezes 2nd level defenders with elaborate PA fakes from under center before coming up throwing
deep Crossing route. Has improved at holding single-high DS with his eyes when throwing vertical routes. Decisive with his
primary read to Slot coming off rub by X/Z, takes advantage of isolated WR running Hitch/Out/Comeback out of 3x1 look. Good
accuracy outside the numbers vs. short-intermediate Zone coverages hitting the far shoulder, solid placement on short In cuts
where he allows his receiver to shield DB with his body. Solid arm strength, generates leverage through high release point and
very good arm length, short throws over MOF into tighter coverage display good zip. Shows good play strength, able to throw the
ball away with defenders attempting to bring him down, can shrug off blitzing DB before stepping up in the pocket. Struggles
identifying coverages against Nickel and Dime packages where DBs can disguise, late noticing timed blitzes from the secondary
and Robber techniques, cannot locate Fire Zone blitzer after seeing DL drop out, loses track of backside LB in coverage after
working the strong side. Displays adequate decision making, fails to confirm his pre-snap read causing him to throw ill-advised
passes into coverages or completions for minimal gain/YAC. Throws with a long, looping motion allowing defender to break on the
ball and make a play on intermediate routes vs. Man and throws beyond the numbers, consistently overthrows his target on Go
route. Adequate when extending plays, bails out too quickly and always to his right, struggles to elude defenders closing on him,
lacks the AA to break through an interior escape lane or challenge the perimeter, dives forward instead of sliding as a runner.
Adequate competitive toughness and poise, does not handle pressure in his face well and cannot execute off-balance or moving
throws, decision making does not improve in important situations, turns the ball over in plus territory attempting to push the ball
downfield. Overall, a backup QB you can win with as a spot starter in a West Coast Offense that leverages very good ball-handling
through PA concepts. Adequate decision maker who assumes the defense will not change its pre-snap look, a platform passer has
trouble with pressure in his face.

